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Things That Make White People Uncomfortable (Adapted for
Young Adults)
Take it from J. Kenner: “If you’re looking for a hot read, curl up with Ethan Frost.”
He’s the mouthwatering alpha male at the heart of this seductive series from New
York Times bestselling author Tracy Wolff. It’s an electrifying journey that pushes
two damaged souls to their breaking point—and beyond. Now the first three Ethan
Frost novels are together in one up-all-night eBook bundle: RUINED ADDICTED
EXPOSED Also includes a preview of the much anticipated new Ethan Frost novel,
Flawed! He’s the last man Chloe Girard should love . . . but the first she ever could.
Ethan Frost is a visionary, a genius, every woman’s deepest, darkest fantasy—even
mine. And, somehow, I am his. He stole into my life like a dream. Turned my reality
upside down and made my every desire come true—especially those I never knew I
had. He demanded everything I had to give and gave me everything of himself in
return. But dreams don’t last forever, and ours is no exception. Because my
nightmares are darker, and my wounds deeper, than I could ever reveal. And as
much as Ethan wants to protect me, the secrets we share will only tear us apart.
Praise for the Ethan Frost series “Tracy Wolff knows how to steam up the pages. If
you’re looking for a hot read, curl up with Ethan Frost.”—New York Times
bestselling author J. Kenner “Fall in love under the spell of a master. Tracy Wolff
knows how to keep you panting for more and utterly satisfied all at once.”—New
York Times bestselling author Beth Kery “Heat sizzles off the page and the oh-sosexy Ethan Frost will make you swoon!”—USA Today bestselling author Stacey
Kennedy “No matter what Tracy Wolff writes, I’m hooked! When it comes to
billionaire bad boys who are to die for, Ethan Frost is in a delicious league of his
own.”—New York Times bestselling author Virna DePaul “Tracy Wolff had me
turning pages way past my bedtime. The suspense kept me on the edge of my
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seat, and the steamy love scenes had my pulse racing. Ethan Frost is exactly the
kind of dominant hero I want to curl up with.”—New York Times bestselling author
Cassia Leo The Ethan Frost series is intended for mature audiences.

Beyond Series Bundle (Volume Three)
Emily has the life every woman dreams of. At 29, she has two beautiful kids, a livein nanny, housekeeper, cook, and every imaginable luxury in the posh Upper East
Side townhouse she shares with her drop-dead gorgeous husband, Louis Bruel. His
company, Bruel Industries, owns a big chunk of New York City’s most sought-after
real estate, and together Emily and Louis embody the perfect hot fairy tale couple
for ten happy years of marriage. But when Louis mysteriously starts pushing Emily
away, becoming distant and secretive, she is forced to search for the truth among
the lies, scandal and heartbreak of his past that threaten to shatter her world.
What she finds out will test the strength of her love and her vows to the man of her
dreams. Can Emily and Louis rewind far enough back to a time when life was
simpler and love was all they needed? Follow their story with the help of some of
their favorite songs from the 80’s to discover just how deep and how far love will
go.

Carly Phillips's Simply Series Bundle
An enchanting, hypnotic trilogy of witchcraft, adventure, and romance from the
beloved author of Interview with the Vampire and The Vampire Lestat, The Mayfair
Witches is a wondrous journey through the centuries, across the globe, and
between the human and demonic worlds. Now all three novels in Anne Rice’s
spellbinding series have been collected for the first time in this stunning eBook
bundle: THE WITCHING HOUR LASHER TALTOS On the screened porch of a great
New Orleans house, now faded, a mute and fragile woman sits rocking. She
belongs to a legendary dynasty of witches—a family that is itself haunted over the
ages by a dangerous and seductive being named Lasher. Their story begins in our
time, with a rescue at sea. Rowan Mayfair, a brilliant neurosurgeon aware of her
abilities but oblivious to her ancient line, finds the drowned body of Michael Curry
off the coast of California and brings him to life. In his brief interval of death, he
has acquired a sensory power that mystifies and frightens him. Fiercely drawn to
each other, Rowan and Michael set out to solve the mystery of her past and his
unwelcome gift, and an intricate tale of evil unfolds: an evil unleashed in
seventeenth-century Scotland, where the first “witch,” Suzanne of the Mayfair,
conjures up the spirit that spells her own destruction and torments each of her
descendants in turn. Praise for Anne Rice and The Mayfair Witches “Behind all the
velvet drapes and the gossamer winding sheets, this is an old-fashioned family
saga. . . . Rice’s descriptive writing is so opulent that it almost begs to be read [by]
candlelight.”—The Washington Post Book World “[A] huge and sprawling tale of
horror.”—The New York Times Book Review “Lush prose, dense atmosphere,
steamy sex, Gothic tension . . . Rice stages her scenes in a wide variety of times
and locales, tapping deeply into the richest veins of mythology and history.”—San
Francisco Chronicle “Spellbinding . . . mythical . . . Rice is a pure
storyteller.”—Cosmopolitan “Rice sees things on a grand scale. . . . There is a widescreen historical sweep to the tale as it moves from one generation of witches to
the other.”—The Boston Globe “An intricate, stunning imagination.”—Los Angeles
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Times Book Review “It is hard to praise sufficiently the originality of Miss Rice. . . .
She has made a masterpiece of the morbid, worthy of Poe’s daughter.”—The Wall
Street Journal

The Outlander Series Bundle: Books 1, 2, 3, and 4
As their story is told on the hit Starz series, the unforgettable adventures of
steadfast Highland warrior Jamie Fraser and time-traveling Englishwoman Claire
Randall continue in the ongoing Outlander novels. This eBook bundle includes the
fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth books in the series: THE FIERY CROSS A BREATH
OF SNOW AND ASHES AN ECHO IN THE BONE WRITTEN IN MY OWN HEART’S
BLOOD The year is 1771, and war is coming. Jamie Fraser’s wife tells him so. Little
as he wishes to, he must believe it, for hers is a gift of dreadful prophecy—a timetraveler’s certain knowledge. Claire’s unique view of the future has brought him
both danger and deliverance in the past. Her knowledge of the oncoming
revolution is a flickering torch that may light his way through the perilous years
ahead—or ignite a conflagration that will leave their lives in ashes. Praise for Diana
Gabaldon’s Outlander novels “Marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . .
. perfect escape reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle, on Outlander “History comes
deliciously alive on the page.”—New York Daily News, on Outlander “A grand
adventure written on a canvas that probes the heart, weighs the soul and
measures the human spirit across [centuries].”—CNN, on The Fiery Cross “The
large scope of the novel allows Gabaldon to do what she does best, paint in
exquisite detail the lives of her characters.”—Booklist, on A Breath of Snow and
Ashes “Features all the passion and swashbuckling that fans of this historical
fantasy series have come to expect.”—People, on Written in My Own Heart’s Blood

MaddAddam
The final three books in the bestselling, award-winning BEYOND series! BEYOND
RUIN Adrian Maddox fled his royal life—and tragic past—in Sector One, choosing
instead to join up with the O’Kanes. For years, he’s lived by one rule: love fast, love
hard, and always be willing to walk away. He’s managed to guard his heart, keep it
whole and untouched—until now. They couldn’t be more different—Dylan, the
brilliant, burned-out doctor from Eden who drowns his pain with drugs and selfdestruction. Scarlet, the sensuous, sexy rocker from Three, a woman unafraid to
embrace the world. And Jade, the whore turned spy from Sector Two, who battled
addiction and came out stronger than anyone he’s ever met. Separately, they
make Mad long to open his heart, to tumble head-first into a sea of possibilities and
wild love. Together, they make him burn, inside and out, with lust and unbearable,
unimaginable pleasure. Then one fateful moment shakes their world to its
foundations—and leaves the sectors on the verge of all-out war with Eden. It’s the
biggest fight the O’Kanes have ever faced, and Mad and his lovers are at the dead
center of it. They could end up with everything they never knew they wanted—or
lose it all. Including their lives. BEYOND ECSTASY The O’Kanes have a reputation
for working hard and playing harder—except for Hawk. He joined the gang with
one goal: to ensure his family’s survival through the impending war with Eden. It’s
been years since he had the luxury of wanting anything for himself. Now, he wants
Jeni. From the first moment he saw her, he’s been obsessed with making her his.
Not for a night—forever. Jeni’s been lusting after the former smuggler for months,
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but he keeps shutting her down. She’s almost given up on getting him in her bed
when he offers her the last thing she ever expected—a collar. Accepting it means
belonging to him, body and soul. It’s a reckless gamble, but Jeni can’t resist the
chance to slip under Hawk’s armor. The only thing more shocking than the dark,
dangerous pleasure they discover is how right it feels. But falling in love is even
more reckless when forever is far from guaranteed. Because they aren’t just at
war, they’re out of time—and every breath could be their last. BEYOND
SURRENDER For years, Nessa has been focused on work. She keeps the
whiskey—and the money—flowing, and life is sweet. Sure, she’s tired of being
everyone’s baby sister, and she longs for a man who can stand up to her
overprotective O’Kane brothers. But she never thought she’d meet him in the
middle of a war. War is all Ryder knows. He was raised with one goal: to ensure the
sectors’ successful rebellion against Eden. His father and his mentor both died for
freedom, and nothing will stop him from securing their legacies with victory. He
doesn’t have time for distractions—especially beautiful, impulsive ones like Nessa.
Opposites don’t just attract, they combust. Together, Nessa and Ryder have a
chance for something more than the lives they’ve always known. But this is
war—deadly, bloody war—and the only way to happily-ever-after is straight
through Eden.

The Ethan Frost Series 3-Book Bundle
A literary phenomenon, Jean M. Auel’s prehistoric odyssey is one of the best-loved
sagas of our time. Employing meticulous research and the consummate artistry of
a master storyteller, Auel paints a vivid panorama of the dawn of modern humans.
Through Ayla, an orphaned girl who grows into a beautiful and courageous young
woman, we are swept up in the harsh and beautiful Ice Age world, home to the
Clan of the Cave Bear. Now, for the first time, all six novels in the Earth’s
Children® series are available in one convenient eBook bundle: THE CLAN OF THE
CAVE BEAR THE VALLEY OF HORSES THE MAMMOTH HUNTERS THE PLAINS OF
PASSAGE THE SHELTERS OF STONE THE LAND OF PAINTED CAVES A natural
disaster leaves a young girl wandering alone in an unfamiliar and dangerous land
until she is found by a woman of the Clan, people very different from her own kind.
To them, blond, blue-eyed Ayla looks peculiar and ugly—she is one of the Others,
those who have moved into their ancient homeland; but Iza cannot leave the girl to
die and takes her with them. Iza and Creb, the old Mog-ur, grow to love her, and as
Ayla learns the ways of the Clan and Iza’s way of healing, most come to accept
her. But the brutal and proud youth who is destined to become the Clan’s next
leader sees Ayla’s differences as a threat to his authority. He develops a deep and
abiding hatred for the strange girl of the Others who lives in their midst, and is
determined to get his revenge. Praise for the Earth’s Children® series “Auel is a
highly imaginative writer. She humanizes prehistory and gives it immediacy and
clarity.”—The New York Times Book Review “Storytelling in the grand tradition . . .
From the violent panorama of spring on the steppes to musicians jamming on a
mammoth-bone marimba, Auel’s books are a stunning example of world building.
They join the short list of books, like James Clavell’s Shogun and Frank Herbert’s
Dune, that depict exotic societies so vividly that readers almost regard them as
‘survival manuals.’ ”—Vogue “Jean Auel has established herself as one of our
premier storytellers. . . . Her narrative skill is supreme.”—Chicago Tribune “Pure
entertainment at its sublime, wholly exhilarating best.”—Los Angeles Times
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“Readers who fell in love with little Ayla will no doubt revel in her prehistoric
womanhood.”—People “Lively and interesting, enhanced greatly by the vividly
colored backdrop of early humanity . . . Auel is a prodigious researcher.”—The
Washington Post Book World “Among modern epic spinners, Auel has few peers. . .
. She deftly creates a whole world, giving a sense of the origins of class, ethnic,
and cultural differences that alternately divide and fascinate us today.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review)

Flood of Fire
Soon to be a Netflix series starring Octavia Spencer On Her Own Ground is the first
full-scale, definitive biography of Madam C. J. Walker—the legendary African
American entrepreneur and philanthropist—by her great-great-granddaughter,
A'Lelia Bundles. The daughter of slaves, Madam C. J. Walker was orphaned at
seven, married at fourteen and widowed at twenty. She spent the better part of
the next two decades laboring as a washerwoman for $1.50 a week. Then—with
the discovery of a revolutionary hair care formula for black women—everything
changed. By her death in 1919, Walker managed to overcome astonishing odds:
building a storied beauty empire from the ground up, amassing wealth
unprecedented among black women and devoting her life to philanthropy and
social activism. Along the way, she formed friendships with great early-twentiethcentury political figures such as W.E.B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washington. On Her
Own Ground is not only the first comprehensive biography of one of recent
history's most amazing entrepreneurs and philanthropists, it is about a woman who
is truly an African American icon. Drawn from more than two decades of
exhaustive research, the book is enriched by the author's exclusive access to
personal letters, records and never-before-seen photographs from the family
collection. Bundles also showcases Walker's complex relationship with her
daughter, A'Lelia Walker, a celebrated hostess of the Harlem Renaissance and
renowned friend to both Langston Hughes and Zora Neale Hurston. In chapters
such as “Freedom Baby,” “Motherless Child,” “Bold Moves” and “Black Metropolis,”
Bundles traces her ancestor's improbable rise to the top of an international hair
care empire that would be run by four generations of Walker women until its sale
in 1985. Along the way, On Her Own Ground reveals surprising insights, tells
fascinating stories and dispels many misconceptions.

The Vampire Awakenings Series Bundle (Books 7-9)
Not just an epic videogame from BioWare and LucasArts, Star Wars: The Old
Republic™ spawned a New York Times bestselling series of novels—which are now
together in one electrifying ebook bundle. Fatal Alliance, Deceived, Revan, and
Annihilation tell four daringly original stories of Jedi and Sith that embody this
unique, beloved era in Star Wars Legends storytelling. . . . FATAL ALLIANCE by
Sean Williams From across the galaxy they’ve come: a Jedi Padawan, an ex-trooper
drummed out of the Republic’s elite Blackstar Squad, and a mysterious
Mandalorian. An extraordinary auction has drawn them all together, in quest of a
prize whose value may be the wealth of a world itself. None intend to leave emptyhanded. All have secrets, desires, and schemes. And nothing could ever unite them
as allies—except the truth about the deadly danger of the object they covet. But
can Sith and Jedi, Republic and Empire, join as one against the certain doom of the
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galaxy? DECEIVED by Paul S. Kemp A Sith warrior to rival the most sinister of the
Order’s Dark Lords, Darth Malgus brought down the Jedi Temple on Coruscant in a
brutal assault that shocked the galaxy. But if war crowned him the darkest of Sith
heroes, peace will transform him into something far more heinous—something
Malgus would never want to be but cannot stop becoming, any more than he can
stop the rogue Jedi fast approaching. Her name is Aryn Leneer—and the lone Jedi
Knight that Malgus cut down in the fierce battle for the Jedi Temple was her
Master. REVAN by Drew Karpyshyn Hero, traitor, conqueror, villain, savior—Revan
has been all of these. He left Coruscant a Jedi, on a mission to defeat the
Mandalorians. He returned a Sith disciple, bent on destroying the Republic. The Jedi
Council gave Revan his life back, but the price of redemption was the loss of his
memories. All that’s left are nightmares—and deep, abiding fear. One thing he’s
certain of: Something very dark is plotting against the Republic. With no idea how
to identify the threat, let alone stop it, Revan may be doomed to fail. But only
death can stop him from trying. ANNIHILATION by Drew Karpyshyn After his
triumphant destruction of a Sith superweapon arsenal, covert agent Theron Shan is
recruited for an even more dangerous mission. A power struggle has the Empire in
flux, but Darth Karrid remains bent on total domination, using a fearsome Imperial
cruiser in her reign of terror. Now, joined by a hotheaded smuggler and Karrid’s
former Jedi Master, Theron must match wits and weapons with a crew of the most
cold-blooded dark side disciples. And if they don’t seize their one chance to
succeed, they will have countless opportunities to die.

A Necessary Sin
New York Times bestselling author Carly Phillips turns up the heat with five sexy
contemporaries that far from ordinary! Own the complete collection of Carly
Phillips's "Simply" series in one convenient download! Bundle includes: Simply
Sinful, Simply Scandalous, Simply Sensual, Body Heat, and Simply Sexy.

The Alliance Series Bundle (Books 1-3)
The epic romance between an all-American beauty and her Aussie continues in this
final installment of The Beauty Series.Jack McLachlan is fulfilled by more than he
dared to dream possible. He finds everything he never knew he wanted—or
needed—in Laurelyn Prescott, his last and final companion. Life is beautiful with his
beloved by his side but their post-wedded bliss is cut short when his dark past
springs into their present happiness. He wants to shelter Laurelyn but keeping her
untainted by his previous life proves impossible when yesterday's sins insist on
returning to haunt him. Will it be possible for them to find happiness in their
forever with a past like his?Beauty From Love is an adult contemporary novel and
is not intended for younger readers due to mature content.

Get Off Your Acid
A boy and his friends Gordon and Paulo enjoy spending time together and getting
into all sorts of mischief.

The Complete Kindred Series Bundle
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Bleu MacAllister is consumed. A horrific childhood incident has caused every
decision in her life to revolve around bringing a monster to justice. With years
spent studying The Fellowship, an organized crime brotherhood of liars, thieves,
and killers, Bleu will rely on her skills as a special agent to cut Thane Breckenridge
off at the knees. But walking hand in hand with retribution means risking collateral
damage, in the form of Breckenridge's son Sinclair-until Sin becomes so much
more than Bleu bargained for. She's always known this undertaking would place
her life in danger-she never imagined her heart would be as well.

The Old Republic Series: Star Wars Legends 4-Book Bundle
Ani needs to embrace her gift before she can become queen. Enna learns how to
control the flames before they consume her. Razo embarks on a special mission to
save his kingdom. Rin leaves behind the forest she loves to find herself. Spun from
a classic German fairy tale, master storyteller Shannon Hale weaves together a
series that is equal parts fantastical and romantic, with unforgettable protagonists
to root for at its center. Now all together in a single volume, readers will dive into a
world of hidden magic, epic quests, and above all, friendship.

The Beauty Series
Enter the “intoxicating dystopian universe” (NPR.org) of Scion in the first three
books in Samantha Shannon's New York Times bestselling Bone Season series.
London, 2059. In the Republic of Scion, clairvoyance is illegal, but a criminal
underworld thrives in its shadows. Unique among clairvoyants, Paige Mahoney is a
dreamwalker, capable of possessing other people – and under Scion law, she
commits treason simply by breathing. Elsewhere, however, there is a seat of power
even greater than Scion. And they have a different design for Paige and her
uncommon abilities . . . In these sweeping, extraordinary books, Paige will rise to
become the leader of a revolution like no other, determined to bring justice to a
world that will stop at nothing to destroy her.

The Sleeping Beauty Trilogy
Bencher Family Series Bundle (Entangled Indulgence) by Inara Scott Rules of
Negotiation In a no-strings attached fling, NYC's most eligible bachelor, Brit
Bencher, vows to make a high-powered corporate attorney, Tori Anderson, feel like
a woman. But what will she do when he decides he won't take "one night stand" for
an answer? The Boss's Fake Fiance No relationships, that's billionaire Garth Solen's
rule—especially not with a woman like his new employee Melissa Bencher, who
thinks with her heart and not her head. But all bets are off when Melissa tries to
make her jerk ex-boyfriend jealous by suggesting that she's dating her gorgeous
boss. The game is clear: for one month, they play the part of an engaged couple,
and then they part ways. No emotions. No entanglements. But when it comes to
matters of the heart, Melissa's never been good at following the rules Falling for
Mr. Wrong Kelsey is as far from Ross Bencher's ideal as a woman can get, but she
continues to bewitch him at every turn. As a single father of three, Ross knows the
kind of woman he needs: someone predictable, reliable, and safe; someone who
can give his kids the security they deserve. Someone completely different from
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Kelsey, his temporary nanny, who only has the Himalayan climbing expedition on
her mind. She knows that she can't afford any second-guessing, attachments, or
distractions, but try telling that to her heart when Ross's blue eyes and strong
hands leave her gasping and questioning everything she's ever known about love.

Books of Bayern Series Bundle: Books 1 - 4
A collection that includes all three novels in Anne Rice’s seductive retelling of the
Sleeping Beauty story. A spell has been cast upon a lovely young princess who
sleeps, waiting for someone to save her. The Prince awakens Beauty, not with a
kiss, but with sexual initiation. His reward for ending the hundred years of
enchantment is Beauty’s complete and total enslavement to him In 1983, Anne
Rice, writing as A.N. Roquelaure, began the first installment of a series that is now
considered a forerunner of erotic literature. This collection—containing The
Claiming of Sleeping Beauty, Beauty’s Punishment, and Beauty’s Release—is a
testament to Anne Rice’s irresistible talent, exploring the world of erotic yearning
and fantasy in a classic trilogy that makes the forbidden side of passion a doorway
into the hidden regions of the psyche and the heart.

Eternally Bound (The Alliance, Book 1)
Michael Bennett is a Super Bowl Champion, a three-time Pro Bowl defensive end, a
fearless activist, a feminist, an organizer, and a change maker. He's also one of the
most humorous athletes on the planet, and he wants to make you uncomfortable.
Bennett adds his voice to discussions of racism and police violence, Black athletes
and their relationship to powerful institutions like the NCAA and the NFL, the role of
protest in history, and the responsibilities of athletes as role models to speak out
against injustice. Following in the footsteps of activist-athletes from Muhammad Ali
to Colin Kaepernick, Bennett demonstrates his outspoken leadership both on and
off the field. Written with award-winning sportswriter and author Dave Zirin, Sitting
Down to Stand Up is a sports book for young people who want to make a
difference, a memoir, and a book as hilarious and engaging as it is illuminating.

The Beastly Beauty Series Bundle
Now all 4 titles in the Tempered Series by Pamela S Thibodeaux are combined into
a single book along with a bonus short story and a sneak peek into #5 in the series
Tempered Truth (coming sometime in the near future)! Contains: Tempered
Hearts, Tempered Dreams, Tempered Fire, Tempered Joy, & Lori's Redemption

Books of Bayern Series Bundle: Books 1 - 4
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Handmaid's Tale In this final
volume of the internationally celebrated MaddAddam trilogy, the Waterless Flood
pandemic has wiped out most of the population. Toby is part of a small band of
survivors, along with the Children of Crake: the gentle, bioengineered quasi-human
species who will inherit this new earth. As Toby explains their origins to the curious
Crakers, her tales cohere into a luminous oral history that sets down humanity’s
past—and points toward its future. Blending action, humor, romance, and an
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imagination at once dazzlingly inventive and grounded in a recognizable world,
MaddAddam is vintage Atwood—a moving and dramatic conclusion to her epic
work of speculative fiction. A New York Times Notable Book A Washington Post
Notable Book A Best Book of the Year: The Guardian, NPR, The Christian Science
Monitor, The Globe and Mail A GoodReads Reader's Choice

On Her Own Ground
Welcome to DreamMakers This bundle contains the first three books in the
DreamMakers series. A red-hot, light-hearted collaboration from New York Times
and USA Today bestselling authors Vivian Arend and Elle Kennedy. ~~~~ What
are three ex-military best friends supposed to do when they’re permanently back
on US soil? Parker Wilson, Jack Hunter and Dean Colter considered establishing a
security company, but a glut on the market forced a change of plans. After
listening to a friend bemoan not knowing what to do for his girlfriend’s birthday,
they realized their set of job skills left them uniquely positioned to assist the
confused male masses. Any idiot can plan a perfect date if he knows his woman
well enough. And anyone with recon skills can fill in the missing gaps. ALL FIRED
UP He’s ready to lead the way As the owner of DreamMakers Inc., Parker Wilson
takes the skills he learned as a Ranger to help men win in the love department,
using every resource available to plan the perfect date. But when a routine recon
turns into an unexpected night of fiery passion, Parker’s mission becomes
personal—and he won’t give up until Lynn Davidson is all his. She’s more than
willing to follow Lynn is a goner from the moment she lays eyes on the delectable
Parker. She’s tired of sticking to the straight and narrow. It’s time to walk on the
wild side, and what better way than in the arms of the most irresistible man she’s
ever met? But when their red-hot affair is threatened, it’ll take a team effort to
make their dreams come true. LOVE IS A BATTLEFIELD He’s ready to admit she’s
all grown up After two tours of duty, former Army Ranger Jack Hunter is back in the
US, working to keep DreamMakers a brilliant success. Now that his best friend’s
little sister is home from college, it’s time to retire his hands-off policy and take
action. He wants Pepper Wilson in his bed, but seducing the feisty redhead could
be dangerous for more than one reason. She’s ready to push all his buttons Pepper
is tired of being bossed around by everyone in her life, especially arrogant,
annoying, overbearing Jack Hunter. While she can’t deny the man is out-of-thisworld gorgeous, his alpha routine is getting old. His steely determination proves a
match for her own, though, and the attraction simmering between them ignites
into fiery passion. But can their wild sexual exploration turn into more without
someone getting burned? DON'T WALK AWAY He wants to rock her world—in bed
and out of it For former Army Ranger Dean Colter, sexual escapades and wild
flirtations are the norm—but it wasn’t always that way. Years ago, the
DreamMakers co-owner was a one-woman kind of guy until he tore Emma Lee’s
heart apart. Yet he’s never forgotten her, and when Emma waltzes back into his
life, a second chance is suddenly within his reach…and he’ll be damned if he’ll
screw up again. She wants her world to stop spinning apart Emma’s no longer the
naïve girl she used to be. Now a successful designer in the fashion world, she
refuses to let Dean’s killer smile and sweet-talking ways distract her from her
goals. But being the target of Dean’s full-out seduction isn’t easy to resist, even as
the dynasty she’s built teeters toward disaster. This time she might the one who
breaks both their hearts when she has to walk away.
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Love In Rewind
Easy, customizable plans (2-day, 7-day, and longer) to rid your diet of the acidic
foods (sugar, dairy, gluten, excess animal proteins, processed foods) that cause
inflammation and wreak havoc on your health. Let's talk about the four-letter word
that's secretly destroying your health: ACID. An acidic lifestyle--consuming foods
such as sugar, grains, dairy, excess animal proteins, processed food, artificial
sweeteners, along with lack of exercise and proper hydration, and stress--causes
inflammation. And inflammation is the culprit behind many of our current ailments,
from weight gain to chronic disease. But there's good news: health visionary Dr.
Daryl Gioffre shares his revolutionary plan to rid your diet of highly acidic foods,
alkalize your body and balance your pH. With the Get Off Your Acid plan, you'll:
Gain more energy Strengthen your immune system Diminish pain and reflux
Improve digestion, focus, and sleep Lose excess weight and bloating, naturally
With alkaline recipes for easy, delicious snacks and meals, Get Off Your Acid is a
powerful guide to transform your health and energy--in seven days.

Beautiful Boys
Own the #1 Best Seller and trusted resource for Pre-Hospital Emergency Medicine
and Critical Care mechanical ventilation. Find out why hundreds of critical care
providers, flight companies and universities around the globe have adopted this
resource as their go-to reference. The goal of this book is to provide the most up to
date information on mechanical ventilation based on current research, evidence
based practice and my experiences as a flight paramedic and educator. This book
is a must own for flight nurses, flight paramedics, medical students, resident MD's,
attending MD's, nurses, paramedics or respiratory therapists. "Ventilator
Management" A Pre-Hospital Perspective, will take a comprehensive look at
ventilator management strategies as it relates to emergency medicine, and prehospital transport in both EMS and HEMS industries. The book is written in a
comprehensive, but conversational, format and will hit on all things related to
critical care transport ventilation. The book includes current research concepts,
oxygenation pathophysiology, ventilation theory, core clinical ventilation
strategies, case application commentary and reference materials.

Ballet Beautiful
The stunningly vibrant final novel in the bestselling Ibis Trilogy It is 1839 and China
has embargoed the trade of opium, yet too much is at stake in the lucrative
business and the British Foreign Secretary has ordered the colonial government in
India to assemble an expeditionary force for an attack to reinstate the trade.
Among those consigned is Kesri Singh, a soldier in the army of the East India
Company. He makes his way eastward on the Hind, a transport ship that will carry
him from Bengal to Hong Kong. Along the way, many characters from the Ibis
Trilogy come aboard, including Zachary Reid, a young American speculator in
opium futures, and Shireen, the widow of an opium merchant whose mysterious
death in China has compelled her to seek out his lost son. The Hind docks in Hong
Kong just as war breaks out and opium "pours into the market like monsoon flood."
From Bombay to Calcutta, from naval engagements to the decks of a hospital ship,
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among embezzlement, profiteering, and espionage, Amitav Ghosh charts a
breathless course through the culminating moment of the British opium trade and
vexed colonial history. With all the verve of the first two novels in the trilogy, Flood
of Fire completes Ghosh's unprecedented reenvisioning of the nineteenth-century
war on drugs. With remarkable historic vision and a vibrant cast of characters,
Ghosh brings the Opium Wars to bear on the contemporary moment with the
storytelling that has charmed readers around the world.

The Mayfair Witches Series 3-Book Bundle
When a strong, curvy, independent woman is forced to get a Sugar Daddy, she has
to discover the beauty in the beast or risk losing her father to cancer. Meet The
Beast, Book 1 Monica's father is diagnosed with cancer, she needs money for his
treatment. Desperate, she turns to a Sugar Daddy website, where she meets Hugo.
She doesn't know if she's struck gold or if something is seriously wrong. Why does
he not go out at night? Why is his house staffed by strange people with milky eyes
and white hair? And why, why on earth does a man like him need to buy a bride?
Trust The Beast, Book 2 Fate intervenes and Monica is forced to seek shelter from
Hugo. Secured in Hugo's mansion, she unwillingly faces her inner hypocrite who
had turned away from the beast in fear and disgust. As Monica is being swayed to
stay, the villagers resurrect a witch hunt against Hugo. Will they survive their
persecution? Can Monica handle living a life of fear and hermitude? And what is it
he isn't telling her about his curse? Escape The Beast, Book 3 After being
kidnapped Monica faces another hurdle as her father's cancer gets worse. Hugo is
suspicious and determined not to lose her. He threatens to keep her in his mansion
until she marries him. But Monica has other ideas. She needs to be by her father's
side whatever the cost. Will she make it? How will Hugo react when he finds her
gone? Is she safe, or is the beast within him a bigger danger than she'd thought?
Grab your personal copy and discover what Monica does about this sexy, scarred,
growly beast-man who likes curves in all the right places.

The Bone Season Series Bundle
In Bed with a Highlander
Over the centuries, anything Ronan once found pleasure in has been replaced by
blood and death. Every morning, he wonders if that will be the day he succumbs to
the savage side of his vampire nature. As a born hunter, Kadence has never
stepped beyond the walls of her home. She’s not happy with her life, but she
accepted it long ago just as she’s accepted her impending marriage to a man the
elders chose for her. However, when a vampire murders her father, Kadence is
determined to escape the walls that have kept her caged. After she’s attacked by
the monster who killed her father, and rescued by Ronan, Kadence finds herself
inside the world of the vampires she’s been raised to hate. Despite her distrust of
him, the more time she spends with Ronan, her feelings for him deepen until she
finds herself questioning the hunter way of life. Now she must decide what she
truly wants: revenge, Ronan, or the elusive freedom she’s finally found. ***The
Alliance Series is a spin-off of the Vampire Awakenings series. You do not have to
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read the Vampire Awakenings Series to follow the Alliance Series. Due to violence,
language, and sexual content this book is recommended for readers 18+***
Keywords: Enemies to lovers mythical creatures action adventure urban fantasy
supernatural love story angst steamy romance novels folklore romance psychic
powers new adult dark romance strong male lead romantic fantasy for adults
strong heroine adult fantasy thriller supernatural thriller novels twists mythical
creatures contemporary vampire fantasy vampires blood mate

Tempered Series Bundle
The complete Kindred Series bundled together in one set. Kindred (Book 1) Ashes
(Book 2) Kindled (Book 3) Inferno (Book 4) Phoenix Rising (Book 5) ***The Kindred
Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and
mild sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.***

The Outlander Series Bundle: Books 5, 6, 7, and 8
A New York Times and USA Today Bestseller. They agreed on three monthsbut
their love knew no boundaries. Jack McLachlan is a winemaking magnate and
easily one of Australia's most eligible bachelors. His success and wealth makes him
no stranger to the complications of romantic relationships and that's why he goes
to extreme measures to avoid the hassle. He prefers simplicity in the form of a
beautiful female companion with no strings attached. He arranges relationships
like business deals and they're always the same. No long term relationships. No
real names. It's his game and his rules. He's content to play as usual, but when
Laurelyn Prescott enters his life, his strategy must change because this player is
like none he's ever encountered. His world is turned on its head after he begins a
three month affair with the beautiful American musician. Nothing goes according to
plan and as he breaks more and more of his own rules for her, she's exceptionally
close to becoming something he never thought possible. His ultimate game
changer. Beauty From Pain is an adult contemporary novel and is not intended for
younger readers due to mature content.

And Then it Happened
Ani needs to embrace her gift before she can become queen. Enna learns how to
control the flames before they consume her. Razo embarks on a special mission to
save his kingdom. Rin leaves behind the forest she loves to find herself. Spun from
a classic German fairy tale, master storyteller Shannon Hale weaves together a
series that is equal parts fantastical and romantic, with unforgettable protagonists
to root for at its center. Now all together in a single volume, readers will dive into a
world of hidden magic, epic quests, and above all, friendship.

Give Me Liberty!, 6e Seagull Volume 1 with Media Access
Registration Card + Voices of Freedom, 6e Volume 1
The first three books in the bestselling Alliance series are bundled together for the
first time. Download this box set and settle in for a binge read that will keep you
turning pages late into the night. Book 1: Eternally Bound Over the centuries,
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anything Ronan once found pleasure in has been replaced by blood and death.
Every morning, he wonders if that will be the day he succumbs to the savage side
of his vampire nature. As a born hunter, Kadence has never stepped beyond the
walls of her home. She’s not happy with her life, but she accepted it long ago just
as she’s accepted her impending marriage to a man the elders chose for her.
However, when a vampire murders her father, Kadence is determined to escape
the walls that have kept her caged. Book 2: Bound by Vengeance After her exboyfriend’s betrayal, revenge propels Vicky to find and destroy the man who sold
her into captivity. The minute she gets the chance to search for Duke alone, she
seizes the opportunity. When her hunt leads her to cross paths with Nathan, she
finds herself secretly aligning with the one man she’s vowed to avoid. Book 3:
Bound by Darkness Determined to rescue Simone from the vampires who took her,
Killean must become the thing he’s spent his life fighting—a Savage. As he sinks
further into a world filled with death, Killean struggles against his growing bloodlust
as he vows to do whatever it takes to save Simone from becoming a monster like
him. However, even if Killean can save her from the vampires hunting them, can
she save him from the darkness devouring his soul? ***The Alliance Series is a spinoff of the Vampire Awakenings series. You do not have to read the Vampire
Awakenings Series to follow the Alliance Series. Due to violence, language, and
sexual content this book is recommended for readers 18+*** Keywords:
Supernatural love story enemies to lovers strong heroine romantic fantasy for
adults strong male lead mythical creatures vampire fantasy psychic powers
folklore fiction anthologies and collections contemporary fantasy fiction steamy
romance novels action adventure supernatural suspense thriller romantic fantasy
for adults vampire blood mate epic love story angst twists new adult dark romance
urban fantasy

DreamMakers Series Bundle
There’s never been a better time to discover the novels behind the blockbuster
Starz original series Outlander. Blending rich historical fiction with riveting
adventure and a truly epic love story, here are the first four books of Diana
Gabaldon’s New York Times bestselling saga that introduced the world to the
brilliant Claire Randall and valiant Highlander Jamie Fraser: OUTLANDER
DRAGONFLY IN AMBER VOYAGER DRUMS OF AUTUMN Scottish Highlands, 1945.
Claire Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back from the war and
reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon when she walks through a
standing stone in one of the ancient circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she
is a Sassenach—an “outlander”—in a Scotland torn by war and raiding clans in the
year of Our Lord . . . 1743. Claire is catapulted into the intrigues of a world that
threatens her life, and may shatter her heart. Marooned amid danger, passion, and
violence, her only chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young Scots
warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself
torn between two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives. Praise for Diana
Gabaldon’s Outlander novels “Marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . .
. perfect escape reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle, on Outlander “History comes
deliciously alive on the page.”—New York Daily News, on Outlander “Gabaldon is a
born storyteller. . . . The pages practically turn themselves.”—The Arizona
Republic, on Dragonfly in Amber “Triumphant . . . Her use of historical detail and a
truly adult love story confirm Gabaldon as a superior writer.”—Publishers Weekly,
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on Voyager “Unforgettable characters . . . richly embroidered with historical
detail.”—The Cincinnati Post, on Drums of Autumn

Bencher Family Series Bundle
How do you move on when he's every song you sing? After Laurelyn walks away
from Jack, she returns to Nashville to pursue the only dream she has left, and
immerses herself in her music. An unforeseen opportunity sends her on a rocket
ride straight to the top where Laurelyn finds the success she's always dreamed of.
Meanwhile, Jack is searching for Laurelyn, but the woman he finds isn't the same
one who drifted away without a goodbye. Can he make her visualize a life beyond
the glitz and glamour a life that includes him?

Beauty from Love
Millions of readers worldwide have fallen for the sexy, hilarious love stories of
Christina Lauren’s New York Times and #1 international best selling Beautiful
series. Discover the first three novels—Beautiful Bastard, Beautiful Stranger, and
Beautiful Player—from the author duo Kirkus Reviews calls “the It Girls of
Romance.” Beautiful Bastard: Whip-smart, ambitious intern Chloe Mills is so
tempting that her completely infuriating and utterly irresistible boss Bennett Ryan
is willing to bend the office rules—or outright smash them—if it means he can have
her—all over the office. Beautiful Stranger: All of New York City knows Max Stella
loves women. Despite pulling in plenty of lovers with his Wall Street bad boy
charm, it’s not until finance whiz Sara Dillon—and the wild photos she lets him take
of her—that the ex-pat Brit really thought of keeping someone around. Hooking up
in places where anybody could catch them, the only thing scarier for Sara than
getting caught in public is having Max get too close in private. Beautiful Player:
Lectured by her brother for neglecting her social life in favor of grad school,
bookish Hanna Bergstrom challenges her brother’s best friend, unapologetic
playboy Will Sumner, to turn her into a sultry siren. It’s not long before the
innocently seductive pupil is teaching the venture capitalist a thing or two he can’t
forget. But now that Sara’s discovered the power of her own sex appeal, it’s up to
Will to prove he’s the only man she’ll ever need.

The Fever Series 7-Book Bundle
Continue the epic tale of the Byrne family and friends with books 7-9 in the USA
Today Bestselling Series. Book 7: Ravaged Darkness calls to Aiden, and he’s
fighting a losing battle. Since the day he stopped aging, it’s threatened to consume
him. He only hopes someone kills him before he gives in to the savage nature
fighting for control. Just when he believes he’ll lose the battle, he encounters
Maggie, and for the first time in years, he has hope for his future. Can Maggie bring
him back from the darkness ravaging his soul, or is it too late to save him? Book 8:
Consumed When Mollie awakens to find herself in a cage, she doesn’t remember
how she or her sister got there, but she discovers they are not alone in their
nightmare. Mollie vows to do whatever it takes to rescue Aida when their captors
take her sister from her cage. She just needs to figure out how to escape first. Mike
and his friends discover themselves imprisoned by Savages in the aftermath of an
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attack they never saw coming. Unsure of how to break free, he’s surprised to learn
the human next to him is the key to his freedom and his future. Book 9:
Unforeseen When Jack escapes the vampires holding him captive, he thinks his
biggest worries are finding his friends and avoiding the Savages pursuing himuntil
he stumbles across Charlie. He’s not sure what’s more dangerous, the vampires
hunting him or the woman who harbors more secrets than the island where he’s
trapped. Can they work together to survive the horrors of the island, or will they
perish like so many before them? ***Due to sexual content, violence, and
language, this book is recommended for readers 18+ years of age.*** Keywords:
Supernatural thriller novels twists action adventure contemporary fantasy fiction
folklore romance psychic powers romantic fantasy for adults steamy romance
novels strong male lead alpha male strong heroine romantic fantasy supernatural
love story anthologies and collection.

The Earth's Children Series 6-Book Bundle
Sophie Swankowski is the hero from the stories she's been hearing all her life:
she's the girl who will save the world. Or so she's been told. Now she and her
unlikely guardian—the gruff, filthy mermaid Syrena—must travel the pitch-black
seas from broken-down Chelsea, Massachusetts, to Syrena’s homeland in Poland.
Along the way, Syrena will reveal the terrible truth about her past, and teach
Sophie about the ages-old source of her newly discovered power. But left behind in
Chelsea, without Sophie to protect them from the dark magic she's awakened,
what will become of Sophie’s friends and family? Girl at the Bottom of the Sea is
the follow-up to Michelle Tea's beloved Mermaid in Chelsea Creek, "a refreshing
breath of air in the world of YA, equal parts eerie, heartbreaking, and fantastical."
(ZYZZYVA).

The Highlander Series 3-Book Bundle
Discover the dark and sensual universe of MacKayla Lane, Jericho Barrons, and
Dani “Mega” O’Malley! In this blockbuster paranormal series from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Karen Marie Moning, the struggle between humans and
Fae is tearing apart the world as we know it. And now the first seven thrillingly
sexy Fever novels are together in one must-have ebook bundle: DARKFEVER
BLOODFEVER FAEFEVER DREAMFEVER SHADOWFEVER ICED BURNED When
MacKayla Lane’s sister is murdered, she leaves a single clue to her death—a
cryptic message on Mac’s cell phone. Journeying to Ireland in search of answers,
Mac is soon faced with an even greater challenge: staying alive long enough to
master a power she had no idea she possessed—a gift that allows her to see
beyond the world of man, into the dangerous realm of the Fae. As Mac delves
deeper into the mystery of her sister’s death, her every move is shadowed by the
dark, mysterious Jericho, while at the same time, the ruthless V’lane—an immortal
Fae who makes sex an addiction for human women—closes in on her. As the
boundary between worlds begins to crumble, Mac’s true mission becomes clear:
find the elusive Sinsar Dubh before someone else claims the all-powerful Dark
Book—because whoever gets to it first holds nothing less than complete control of
both worlds in their hands. Praise for the Fever series “Give yourself a treat and
read outside the box.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Charlaine Harris, on
Darkfever “Delectably dark and scary . . . spiced with a subtle yet delightfully
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sharp sense of humor.”—Chicago Tribune, on Bloodfever “Shocks await Mac in
Dublin’s vast Dark Zone.”—Publishers Weekly, on Faefever “Undeniably great
urban fantasy.”—Vampire Book Club, on Dreamfever “A turbulent, emotionally
devastating and truly unforgettable ride! Enormous kudos!”—RT Book Reviews
(Top Pick and Gold Medal), on Shadowfever “Engaging, hilarious, amazing.”—USA
Today, on Iced “A masterwork by an incomparable writer, Burned is brilliant, sexy,
and dangerous. I adore Moning! No one does it better.”—#1 New York Times
bestselling author Sylvia Day

Beauty from Surrender
Ballet-inspired fitness for every woman! You don't have to be a professional
ballerina to look like one! With Mary Helen Bowers' Ballet Beautiful, forget beating
yourself up in the gym and suffering through starvation diets for some unattainable
goal. You can achieve your ideal body and develop the strength, grace, and
elegance of a dancer by following Mary Helen's proven program--one that's got
everyone from celebrities to busy moms to executives raving! Ballet Beautiful is a
fitness method that blends the artistry and athleticism of ballet with an easy,
accessible eating plan that works for every body - and absolutely no dance
experience is required. Created by professional ballerina Mary Helen Bowers, this
transformative approach to fitness and health will reshape your body and your
mind! Ballet Beautiful's three-fold approach is not an extreme workout nor is it a
radical diet for an overnight fix; it's a roadmap to achieving and maintaining your
ideal health, shape and size--all with the elegance and strength of a ballerina. Part
One of the book introduces the program's empowering mindset, the key to
supporting and guiding you through lasting change. Part Two, the Ballet Beautiful
Method, consists of challenging, effective, and fun workouts that sculpt and tone
sleek ballet muscles and build beautiful posture. Whether you have a full hour or
only 15 minutes, you can tailor the program to your own schedule and needs. Part
Three shares the Ballet Beautiful Lifestyle, a healthy, balanced approach to
nutrition. With meal plans, shopping tips and quick but delicious daily recipes that
will satisfy and nourish your entire body, it's a stress-free, diet-free plan that will
help keep you feeling as strong and healthy as you look.

Girl at the Bottom of the Sea
Maya Banks, the New York Times bestselling author of romance and romantic
suspense has captivated readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect
for fans of Julie Garwood. In Bed with a Highlander is the start of a beguiling trilogy
featuring three unforgettable brothers risking everything to save their clan and
their legacy—and to surrender their hearts to love. Ewan McCabe, the eldest, is a
warrior determined to vanquish his enemy. Now, with the time ripe for battle, his
men are ready and Ewan is poised to take back what is his—until a blue-eyed,
raven-haired temptress is thrust upon him. Mairin may be the salvation of Ewan’s
clan, but for a man who dreams only of revenge, matters of the heart are strange
territory to conquer. The illegitimate daughter of the king, Mairin possesses prized
property that has made her a pawn—and wary of love. Her worst fears are realized
when she is rescued from peril only to be forced into marriage by her charismatic
and commanding savior, Ewan McCabe. But her attraction to her ruggedly powerful
new husband makes her crave his surprisingly tender touch; her body comes alive
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under his sensual mastery. And as war draws near, Mairin’s strength, spirit, and
passion challenge Ewan to conquer his demons—and embrace a love that means
more than revenge and land. From the Paperback edition.

Beauty from Pain
The Beauty Series contains the complete collection of sexy novellas in this new
adult romance between a professor and his student.Erin cleans Mr. Morris's house
twice a week to pay for college. When she interrupts him in a private moment and
hears him moaning her name, she refuses to hide her feelings for him any
longer.Blake Morris is scarred both inside and out. When he receives an offer to
return to teach at his alma mater, he knows this is his chance to reenter the
world—and to be worthy of the woman he loves. Except the class he's teaching is
the last one she needs for graduation, so they can finally be together. Secrets and
shadows lay in wait along the path, and it will be up to Erin and Blake to forge their
own happy ending. “…an intriguing and sexy beastly hero, a vulnerable young
student who coaxes him out of his shell, and a romantic and erotic storyline that is
sure to satisfy readers. Another winner from Warren.” - Penelope's Romance
Reviews“I love this "Beauty and the Beast" story that Skye Warren has crafted. She
puts a twist to this classic tale that makes it different and deliciously erotic.” Nina's Literary Escape

Ventilator Management
From a rising star in Scottish romance comes a breathtaking trilogy of forbidden
passion, legendary heroes, and sacred bonds. In Maya Banks’s Highlander series,
collected here in one must-have eBook bundle, three unforgettable brothers risk
everything to save their clan and their legacy—and to surrender their hearts to
love. Contains a thrilling preview of Maya Banks’s sensual new novel, Never
Seduce a Scot! IN BED WITH A HIGHLANDER Ewan McCabe is poised to take back
what is his—until a blue-eyed, raven-haired temptress is thrust into his life. The
illegitimate daughter of the king, Mairin is wary of love. But her attraction to her
ruggedly powerful new husband makes her crave his surprisingly tender touch.
And as war draws near, Mairin’s strength, spirit, and passion challenge Ewan—a
man who dreams only of revenge—to confront his demons and conquer the
strangest territory of all: his heart. SEDUCTION OF A HIGHLAND LASS Fiercely loyal
to his family, Alaric McCabe is prepared to wed for duty as well. But on his way to
claim the daughter of a neighboring chieftain, he is ambushed and left for
dead—only to be saved by the soft touch of a Highland angel. An outcast from her
own clan, Keeley McDonald is drawn to the wounded warrior and his strong, lean
body. As forbidden love draws them into pleasures of the flesh, conspiracy and
danger circle closer. Alaric must make an impossible choice: Will he betray his
blood ties for the woman he loves? NEVER LOVE A HIGHLANDER Caelen McCabe’s
young, reckless heart nearly destroyed his clan—now he must marry to salvage an
uneasy alliance. But Caelen trusts no woman, especially not the beauty who
torments him with white-hot longing. Rionna McDonald had vowed to protect her
heart—until she finds herself craving the sensual delights of a husband who guards
his emotions as fiercely as his clan. When the ultimate battle for the McCabe
legacy is upon them, Rionna risks her life to prove to Caelen that their love is too
precious to lose.
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